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Abstract
The Universal Dependencies (UD) project has
presented itself as a valuable platform to
develop various resources for the languages of
the world. In this proposal, we present our
ongoing work around extending it to the Indo-
Aryan language of Gujarati. We discuss the
resources utilized and some cases of interest.

1 Introduction
The Universal Dependencies (UD) project (Nivre
et al., 2016; De Marneffe et al., 2021) offers cross-
linguistically consistent annotations for dependency
treebanks, part-of-speech, and morphological
features. The ever-expanding base of languages
under the UD umbrella ensures that similar
language patterns can be dealt with consistently
and new language-specific features are brought to
the foray for discussion when working with a new
language. As a result, UD becomes one of the
most fundamental resources to be developed for a
particular language.
Gujarati is an Indo-Aryan language originating

from the western Indian state of Gujarat. The
language is widely spoken by over 56 million
speakers (Eberhard et al., 2022). However, the
Gujarati NLP community is still in its infancy.
Basic resources like part-of-speech taggers, named
entity recognizers, etc. are not readily available.
Hence, a dependency treebank in such a language
can have a wide-reaching impact.
On the other hand, the UD community has

already produced a handful of treebanks in various
Indo-Aryan languages. As a result, we are
equipped with resources in related languages like
Marathi (Ravishankar, 2017), Hindi (Bhat et al.,
2017; Zeman et al., 2017), and Punjabi (Arora,
2022). Such resources can be of value while
constructing a Gujarati treebank.
The benefits of building such a treebank are

three-fold: a) This presents as a valuable resource
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for the development of NLP in a low-resource
language, i.e., Gujarati. b) It ensures annotation
paradigms in similar contexts are adhered to
and helps point out any discrepancies in existing
treebanks that need to be resolved. c) We can
point out any new phenomena that might be
Gujarati-specific or missed by earlier works. The
above-mentioned reasons motivate us to propose
a dependency treebank for Gujarati: GujTB. In
the subsequent sections, we explain the selected
corpora, and highlight some interesting discussion
points we encountered during the course of our pilot
annotation efforts.

2 Corpora
For our work, we investigated available corpora that
include Gujarati text such as IndicCorp (Kakwani
et al., 2020) and Samanantar (Ramesh et al.,
2022). We observed that these datasets majorly
contain news and other formal texts. For our
pilot study, where we are doubly annotating a total
of 300 sentences, we have taken sentences from
Samanantar (news), UD Cairo (short),1 and
Gujarati translations of the French novella – Le
Petit Prince(fiction) (The Little Prince, de Saint-
Exupéry, 1943) for diversity purposes.

Genre sentences tokens
news 240 2666
short 20 173
fiction 50 658

Table 1: Pilot data statistics in the Gujarati UD corpus.

3 Discussion
In this section, we discuss some interesting cases we
have encountered in our pilot study.

Compound Verb Constructions with Locative
Markers. A very common serial verb
construction in Gujarati involves the usage of
prototypical locative marker as shown in (1). Here,

1https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/
cairo
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દેવું (devuṁ) and આવી are both semantically
bleached with a locative marker attached to the
former. The word આવી is an aspectual light
verb. Arora (2022) argue to consider such tokens
as a verb, and not an auxiliary. This serial verb
construction is new. We propose (1) to handle
such serial verb constructions. The annotations
get tricky when બદલી + દેવામાં is replaced, while
preserving meaning, by a ‘portmanteau’ બદલવામાં
(badalvāmāṁ). In such a case, a compound:svc
relation exists from બદલવામાં to આવી. Does this
mean that, in (1), the dependency relation should
exist from બદલી to આવી instead? Moreover,
the functionality of the locative marker and the
morphological features it merits remains unclear.

(1)

ટીમ બદલી દેવામાં આવી હતી
team badlī devāmāṁ āvī hatī
Team change give-LOC come was
NOUN VERB VERB VERB AUX

nsubj:pass compound:svc compound:svc

auxroot

‘Team was changed’

Aspectual Verb vs. Independent Verb Another
challenging annotation task involves deciding the
role of a multifaceted verb thayā ‘happened’. It can
occur in the text as an independent verb as well as
a light verb.
We take an example from our development set

and discuss the annotation possibilities. We want
to investigate two major questions as follows:

• Do we consider thayā as a VERB or an AUX (2)?
• If we consider thayā to be a VERB, should we
annotate it as an independent verb (3) or as an
aspectual light verb (4)?

(2)

Xના લગ્ન Y સાથે થયા છે
Xnā lagna Y sāthe thayā che
X’s marriage Y with happened is

NOUN NOUN NOUN ADP AUX AUX

obj obl case

cop
auxroot

‘X is married to Y.’

In example 2, we consider thayā as an AUX. In this
case, the sentence becomes a copula construction,

where the noun marriage becomes the root, and the
dependency relation from the root to thayā should
be cop.

(3)

Xના લગ્ન Y સાથે થયા છે
Xnā lagna Y sāthe thayā che
X’s marriage Y with happened is

NOUN NOUN NOUN ADP VERB AUX

nmod

obj

obl

case aux

root

‘X is married to Y.’

(4)

Xના લગ્ન Y સાથે થયા છે
Xnā lagna Y sāthe thayā che
X’s marriage Y with happened is

NOUN NOUN NOUN ADP VERB AUX

obj

compound:lvc

obl

case aux

root

‘X is married to Y.’

On the contrary, in examples 3 and 4, we
consider thayā as a VERB. In these cases, thayā
becomes the root, but the choice of dependency
relation relies on the type of the verb. If we consider
thayā an independent verb then it becomes root
and obj relation between thayā and lagna.
Another possibility is to consider thayā as a light

aspectual verb compounding with lagna as shown in
(4). We are leaning towards considering this option
as here the meaning of the thayā being bleached by
the noun lagna which provides a strong indication
for the use of compound:lvc dependency relation.

Genuine disagreements. During the annotation
process, we came across an example where both
annotators disagreed on the root selection. This
disagreement arises due to focus ambiguity in
the sentence (Refer to (6)). Both annotators
agree that both variations are possible and to
remove this ambiguity more context is required.
While earlier work from Da Costa et al. (2022)
suggests mitigating all the disagreements before
adjudication, we agree with Plank (2022) that such
disagreements should be preserved, and we keep
both annotations in adjudicated treebank. We also
plan to release individual treebanks from all the
annotators along with the adjudicated treebank.



Splitting Genitive Markers. Certain nominals
(and, in some instances, verbs) in Gujarati are
inflicted for case. It is unclear if these suffixes
should be separated from their heads. This is a
known issue that has been raised in Ravishankar
(2017). They choose to split genitive markers to
be consistent with Hindi. We follow the same rule
with the added incentive to separate out layer III
postpositions where certain Gujarati postpositions
often pair with preceding genitive markers to form
layer III postpositions (Masica, 1993).

The Case for Determiners. According to
Gujarati grammars (Tisdall, 1892; Doctor, 2004),
demonstrative pronouns like એ, તે, પેલું etc.
behave differently when attached to a nominal,
versus when used independently. When occurring
independently, we treat them as pronouns. Tisdall
(1892) argues to treat them as adjectives when
used with nominals (e.g., એ કૂતરો ‘that dog’).
Gujarati grammars do not discuss determiners as
such. However, we see this usage closer to the UD
definition of determiners and hence use the same.

Quoter and Quotation. We encounter a
screenplay dialog-style quotation that has not
been resolved yet. Example 5 shows such a case.
Early UD literature suggests solutions for cases
with speech verbs. Recent guidelines recommend
ccomp over parataxis for reported speech.2 We
believe this to be a much more pervasive (and not a
Gujarati-specific) issue; applicable, perhaps, when
UD is extended to plays.3

(5)
I play football : Mark

parataxis / ccomp

‘I play football : Mark’

4 Conclusions
In this work, we present our on-going annotation
effort on developing Gujarati UD. We describe the
corpus we use, and a few interesting cases we have
encountered so far in our pilot study. We plan to
extend this work to cover a larger corpus, and bring
forth any novel phenomena and highlight existing
inconsistencies going forward.

2https://universaldependencies.org/changes.
html#reported-speech

3This is an ongoing discussion: https://github.com/
UniversalDependencies/docs/issues/904
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A Disagreement Example

(6)

વધુમાં , પોલીસ આપણને તજશે નહીં એ પણ યાદ રાખવું કેવું ઉત્તેજન આપનારું છે
vadhumāṁ , police āpaṇne tajśe nahīṁ e paṇ yād rākhvuṁ kevuṁ uttejan āpnāruṁ che
Additionally , police we-DAT abandon not that too remember keep how support giver is

ADV , NOUN PRON VERB AUX PRON PART NOUN VERB ADV NOUN NOUN AUX

advmod

punct

nsubj

obj

advcl:relcl

aux

obj

discourse compound:lvc

advcl

advmod

compound cop

root

‘Additionally, remembering that the police will not abandon us is encouraging’

વધુમાં , પોલીસ આપણને તજશે નહીં એ પણ યાદ રાખવું કેવું ઉત્તેજન આપનારું છે
vadhumāṁ , police āpaṇne tajśe nahīṁ e paṇ yād rākhvuṁ kevuṁ uttejan āpnāruṁ che
Additionally , police we-DAT abandon not that too remember keep how support giver is

ADV , NOUN PRON VERB AUX PRON PART NOUN VERB ADV NOUN NOUN AUX

advmod
punct

nsubj

obj

advcl

advcl:relcl

aux
obj

discourse compound:lvc

advmod

compound cop

root

‘Additionally, remembering that the police will not abandon us is encouraging’


